Incidence and risk factors of persistent low back pain following posterior decompression and instrumented fusion for lumbar disk herniation
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Introduction: The aim of this study was to explore the incidence and risk factors of persistent low back pain (PLBP) following posterior decompression and instrumented fusion for lumbar disk herniation and to provide references in decision-making and surgical planning for both spinal surgeons and surgically treated patients.

Patients and methods: By retrieving the medical records from January 2013 to December 2016, 221 patients were retrospectively reviewed. Patients were classified as having PLBP if numeric rating scale (NRS) scores were >50 at all postoperative follow-up time points (3 months, 6 months, and 12 months). According to the occurrence of PLBP, patients were divided into two groups: PLBP group and non (N)-PLBP group. To investigate risk values for PLBP, the following three categorized factors were analyzed statistically. Patient characteristics: age, gender, body mass index (BMI), preoperative low back pain, comorbidity, smoking, and drinking. Surgical variables: surgical strategy, surgical segment, the number of fusion levels, surgery time, blood loss, and size of incision. Radiographic parameters: preoperative lumbar lordosis (LL), correction of LL at immediate postoperation, Modic changes, and preoperative paraspinal muscle degeneration.

Results: PLBP was detected in 16 patients and were enrolled into the PLBP group. There was no difference between the two groups in age, gender, BMI, comorbidity, smoking, and drinking. The preoperative low back pain was more severe in the PLBP group than that in the N-PLBP group. There was no difference in surgery time, blood loss, surgical strategy, number of fusion levels, and the size of incision. Surgery segment at L5–S1 was more prevalent in the PLBP group than that in the N-PLBP group, and there was no difference in preoperative LL, correction of LL, preoperative lumbar mobility, and Modic changes. The fatty infiltration rate (FIR) was larger in the PLBP group than that in the N-PLBP group. Multivariate logistic regression model revealed that preoperative low back pain (NRS > 35), surgery segment at L5–S1, and FIR > 15% were independently associated with PLBP.

Conclusion: The incidence of PLBP following posterior decompression and instrumented fusion for lumbar disk herniation is 7.2%, and the risk factors include preoperative low back pain, surgery segment at L5–S1, and preoperative paraspinal muscle degeneration.
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Introduction

Posterior decompression and instrumented fusion, including posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF) and transforminal lumbar interbody fusion (TLIF), is supposed to be the most commonly used surgical strategy for lumbar disk herniation.¹ ² Fusion is performed at the level of the intervertebral joint, and the anterior column is reconstructed as the load-bearing structures are restored, which create a biomechanically
superior environment for bone fusion. In general, the intervertebral bone fusion rates of PLIF and TLIF procedures were reported to reach 100%. Most of the patients get lower intervertebral bone fusion rates of PLIF and TLIF procedures (34% and 5% to 36%, respectively). The persistent low back pain after primary single-level lumbar discectomy ranged from 3% to 24 months of recurrent low back pain after surgery. In a series of 45 patients with a mean follow-up period of 18 years, Baeesa et al demonstrated that PLIF is acceptable with good long-term outcomes and excellent fusion rates. Abd El-Kader suggested that TLIF is an effective option for the treatment of selected cases of recurrent lumbar disk herniation with good clinical and radiological outcomes. However, postoperative onset of low back pain or recurrent back pain is common. In a systematic literature review, the short-term (6–24 months) and long-term proportion (>24 months) of recurrent low back pain after primary single-level discectomy ranged from 3% to 34% and 5% to 36%, respectively. The persistent low back pain (PLBP) may increase the incidence of postoperative complications, as well as decrease the patients' satisfaction, and thus need to be paid specific attention.

Previous studies mainly focused on the risk factors and management for postoperative low back pain after discectomy. Carragee et al reported an 11% incidence of persistent back or leg pain after limited discectomy and a 23% incidence of persistent back or leg pain after aggressive discectomy. Schoega et al demonstrated that 24% of patients experienced persistent or recurrent pain at a mean follow-up of 7.3 years. The spinal pedicle screw-rod fixation system used in TLIF and PLIF can provide immediate and long-term stability, promote interbody fusion, and maintain a potential advantage in reducing postoperative low back pain. To the best of our knowledge, whether the instrumentation can decrease the incidence of postoperative low back pain and what are the risk factors of PLBP following instrumentation lack evidence. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to explore the incidence and risk factors of PLBP following posterior decompression and instrumented fusion for lumbar disk herniation and to provide references in decision-making and surgical planning for both spinal surgeons and surgically treated patients.

Patients and methods

Subjects

This is a retrospective study and was approved by the institutional review board of the Third Hospital of Hebei Medical University before data collection and analysis. The inclusion criteria were 1) lumbar disk herniation (LDH), received surgical treatment of PLIF or TLIF and 2) regular follow-up in outpatient clinic at 3-, 6-, 12-month postoperation, the low back pain was evaluated at every follow-up time point. Patients were excluded if they met any of the following criteria: 1) spinal deformity of scoliosis or kyphosis as the primary indication for surgery; 2) surgery secondary to infection, pseudarthrosis, inflammation, trauma, and tumor; 3) presence of schizophrenia, cognitive dysfunction, or other psychotic disorders; and 4) surgery under workman’s compensation claim or medical disputes.

By retrieving the medical records from January 2013 to December 2016, 221 patients who met both the inclusion and exclusion criteria were retrospectively reviewed and all of them provided written informed consent for the use of their data. Of them, 130 were females and 91 were males, with a mean age of 57.2 ± 7.2 years (ranging from 37 to 69 years). A total of 143 cases undertook PLIF (125 of them received one-level PLIF and 18 patients received two-level PLIF), and 78 cases undertook TLIF (56 of them received one-level TLIF and 22 patients received two-level TLIF).

Clinical and radiological evaluation

The numeric rating scale (NRS) was used to assess pain on a scale ranging from 0 to 100, where 0 represented “no pain” and 100 represented “extreme pain.” Lumbar lordosis (LL) was measured from T12 inferior end plate to S1 superior end plate by the Cobb method on lateral X-ray (Figure 1). Lumbar mobility was calculated as the change in lumbar curvature on flexion and extension lateral radiographs (Figure 2). The cross-sectional areas (CSA) of paraspinal muscles (multifidus and erector spinae) were obtained from axial T2-weighted images using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which was superior in distinguishing muscle from fat, at the lower margin of L3 and L5 vertebrae. Fatty infiltration rate (FIR) of paraspinal muscles was calculated by subtracting the muscle without the fat value from the total muscle value, and the images were adjusted with the image processing software (Image J, version 1.48, USA; Figure 3). Data measurements were performed three times with 200% magnification for accuracy by the first and second authors independently, and the mean value was used for analysis. The Modic changes were characterized on magnetic resonance imaging. Type I changes consist of reduced signal intensity (SI) in the vertebral end plates on T1- and increased SI on T2-weighted sequences. Type II changes consist of increased SI on T1- and either increased SI or isointensity on T2-weighted sequences. Type III changes consist of reduced SI on both T1- and T2-weighted sequences due to subchondral sclerosis (Figure 4).

Data were analyzed using Statistical Product and Service Solutions software (version 13; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).
Continuous variables were measured as mean ± standard deviation, and categorical variables were expressed as frequency or percentages. An independent t-test was used to analyze the difference in continuous variables between two groups. χ² analysis and Fisher's exact test were used to examine the differences among categorical variables. Variables with p values <0.05 in the univariate analyses, as well as a number of variables selected by experts, were entered into a multivariate logistic regression model. For each variable, we computed the odds ratio (OR) with its 95% CI.

Patients were classified as having persistent back pain (PLBP) if NRS scores were >50 at all postoperative follow-up time points (3, 6, and 12 months). According to the occurrence of PLBP, patients were divided into two groups: PLBP group and non (N)-PLBP group. To investigate risk values for PLBP, the following three categorized factors were analyzed statistically. Patient characteristics: age, gender, body mass index (BMI), preoperative back pain (NRS), comorbidity (hypertension, diabetes, rheumatism, and heart disease), smoking (yes vs. no), and drinking (yes vs. no). Surgical variables: surgical strategy (TLIF vs. PLIF), surgical segment, the number of fusion levels, surgery time, blood loss, and size of incision. Radiographic parameters: preoperative LL, correction of LL at immediate postoperation, Modic changes, and preoperative paraspinal muscle degeneration (FIR).

Statistical analysis
PLBP was detected in 16 of 221 patients (7.2%) and were enrolled into the PLBP group. The mean NRS was 74.3 ± 10.2 at 3-month follow-up, 68.7 ± 5.3 at 6-month follow-up, and 58.6 ± 3.8 at 12-month follow-up. Most of the patients failed to the pain medication and physical therapy. A total of 205 patients (93.8%), whose NRS evaluation was <50 at any follow-up time point (3 months, 6 months, and 12 months), were enrolled as the N-PLBP group.

Results
There was no statistically significant difference between the two groups in age at operation, gender, BMI, comorbidity, smoking, and drinking. The preoperative back pain was more severe in the PLBP group than that in the N-PLBP group (Table 1). There was no difference between the two groups in surgery time, blood loss, surgical strategy, number of fusion levels, and the size of incision. Surgery segment of L5–S1 was more prevalent in the PLBP group than that in the N-PLBP group (Table 2). There was no statistically significant difference between the two groups in preoperative LL, correction of LL, preoperative lumbar mobility, and Modic
changes. The FIR was larger in the PLBP group than that in the N-PLBP group (Table 3).

All the three categorized factors, including patient characteristics, surgical variables, and radiographic parameters, were entered into the model, and the multivariate logistic regression model revealed that preoperative back pain (NRS > 35), surgery segment at L5–S1, and large FIR >15% were independently associated with PLBP (Table 4).

**Discussion**

In the present study, 16 of 221 patients (7.2%) experienced persistent back pain, with NRS scores >50 at all postoperative follow-up time points. We found that preoperative back pain (NRS > 35), surgery segment at L₅–S₁, and large FIR > 15% were significantly and independently associated with the persistent back pain and can be assessed before surgery.
The lumbosacral junction is the most important region in the vertebral column in terms of weight bearing and mobility, and it is widely accepted that mechanical disorders of this region could cause low back pain.\(^1\)\(^7\)\(^-\)\(^2\)\(^0\) In the present study, we found that surgery segment at L\(_5\)-S\(_1\) was an independent risk factor of postoperative persistent back pain, even at 12-month follow-up. Our result is partly consistent with the previous studies and adds knowledge for the association between lumbosacral junction disorders and persistent back pain. There are three possible explanations for the association. First, the L\(_4\)-L\(_5\) and L\(_5\)-S\(_1\) disk levels account for ~2/3 mobility and lordotic curvature of the whole lumbar spine, indicating that both the L\(_4\)-L\(_5\) and L\(_5\)-S\(_1\) facet joints are “deep” when patients are in prone position, and a large number of paraspinal muscles are distributed here. Exposure of the pedicle screw insertion point is hard due to the anatomical characteristics, which require a larger range of surgical exposure. Second, the angle of L\(_5\) and S\(_1\) pedicle screw insertion differs from other lumbar segments, as the pedicle screw entering angle at lumbosacral junction is more outward-inclined, which also needs a larger range of surgical exposure. The long incisions, extensive detachment of muscle from the spinal processes, and subsequently prolonged wide retraction can result in ischemic necrosis and denervation of the paraspinal muscles.\(^2\)\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^2\)\(^2\) Third, stress concentration and mobility increase at L\(_4\)-L\(_5\) may occur followed by L\(_5\)-S\(_1\) decompression and instrumented fusion, and the occurrence of adjacent segment degeneration or disease will inevitably lead to back pain and/or lower limb symptom. For the degenerated lumbar intervertebral disk adjacent to the fusion segment, the inherent decreased function and the biomechanical alterations make it more vulnerable to experience degeneration after instrumented fusion surgery.\(^2\)\(^3\)

Paraspinal muscle degeneration, characterized as muscular atrophy or high FIR in imaging findings, has been proved to be closely associated with low back pain in previous studies. Kader et al.\(^2\)\(^4\) analyzed the lumbar MRI data of patients with chronic low back pain and found that 80% of them presented multifidus muscle atrophy. Parkkola et al.\(^2\)\(^5\) noted that the psoas muscles and the paraspinal muscles were smaller in patients with chronic low back pain when compared to

| Table 4 Risk factors of PLBP, identified by logistic regression analysis |
|--------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Risk factors             | Odds ratio (95% CI) | p-value |
| Age                      | 0.788 (0.264–2.357) | 0.670 |
| Gender                   | 1.745 (0.561–5.422) | 0.336 |
| BMI                      | 0.453 (0.139–1.481) | 0.190 |
| Preoperative back pain   | 5.548 (1.443–21.330) | 0.013 |
| Surgical strategy        | 0.905 (0.294–2.787) | 0.862 |
| Surgical segment         | 3.891 (1.239–15.773) | 0.025 |
| Number of fusion levels  | 0.906 (0.292–2.811) | 0.864 |
| Surgery time             | 0.584 (0.180–1.894) | 0.370 |
| Blood loss               | 0.779 (0.255–2.377) | 0.661 |
| Size of incision         | 1.217 (0.378–3.919) | 0.743 |
| Preoperative lumbar lordosis | 2.315 (0.723–7.416) | 0.157 |
| Correction of lumbar lordosis | 1.672 (0.524–5.332) | 0.385 |
| Preoperative lumbar mobility | 2.765 (0.783–9.757) | 0.114 |
| Modic changes            | 1.157 (0.903–1.483) | 0.250 |
| Preoperative FIR         | 3.768 (1.226–13.983) | 0.029 |

Abbreviations: PLBP, persistent low back pain; CI confidence interval; BMI, body mass index; FIR, fatty infiltration rate.
the healthy control adults. Lee et al26 demonstrated that the CSA of erector spinae muscles at the lower lumbar level and the proportion of erector spinae muscle to lumbar muscles at the lower margin of L5 vertebrae can be considered to be prognostic factors of chronic low back pain; they also suggested that there is an association between the development of the acute back pain into a chronic one and the erector spinae muscles. There are two mechanisms that cause the atrophy and fatty infiltration of the paraspinal muscles: denervation and disuse. Dangaria and Naesh27 observed that patients with ipsilateral disk herniation showed reduced CSA of the ipsilateral psoas muscles. In a study that examined the histochemical changes in the multifidus muscle in patients with lumbar disk herniation, the atrophy of muscle fiber was only observed where there was nerve root impairment.28 No matter which type of mechanism, if paraspinal muscle atrophy is present, the atrophy regeneration is hard. Barker et al.29 noted that the multifidus muscle atrophy occurs where nerve root compression or irritation occurs, with the degree of atrophy being positively dependent on the duration and severity of the disease. Kader et al.30 proposed that lumbar dorsal ramus syndrome causes multifidus muscle atrophy of patients with low back pain, which will trigger a self-sustained vicious cycle that promotes atrophy. As mentioned earlier, the approach-related morbidity resulting from iatrogenic muscle and soft tissue injury will inevitably aggravate muscle atrophy and finally lead to the persistent back pain postoperatively. This view is supported by a study of Fan et al.30 who concluded that the minimally invasive approach caused less change in multifidus, less postoperative back pain and functional disability than conventional open approach, the muscle damage during surgery was significantly correlated with long-term multifidus muscle atrophy and fatty infiltration.

There are several potential limitations in this study. First, the number of patients is relatively small, and the study may be underpowered to detect the significance of some risk factors. Second, the study was conducted retrospectively by case selection and was not randomized and controlled. Even with these issues in this study, we find that preoperative back pain (NRS >35), surgery segment of L5–S1, and large FIR >15% are risk factors of the persistent back pain. Patients with preoperative back pain or severe paraspinal muscle degeneration should be fully informed the risk of persistent back pain. While for spinal surgeons, posterior decompression and instrumented fusion at the L5–S1 level should be paid more attention to protect the paraspinal muscle, especially in the procedure of surgical exposure and intermittent use of muscle retractor.
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